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PREMIERES 
 
DIABOLICAL 
Season Two Premieres Tuesday, May 21 at 9/8c 
Calculating. Cunning. Cold as ice. In DIABOLICAL, these shockingly devious masterminds use 
their wits and wiles to manipulate, seduce and try to get away with murder. 

 Mother of All Murders premieres Tuesday, May 21 at 9/8c 
In 2015, Detective Scott Sanderson finds himself 200 miles from home searching for 
missing mother, Samantha Flemming, and her newborn baby, Serenity. As the case 
quickly unfolds, Detective Sanderson uncovers a deadly scheme so disturbing it shatters 
the lives of everyone involved. 

 
FINALES 

 
UNBREAKABLE: LIVE TO TELL 
Season Finale Airs Monday, May 13 at 9/8c 
UNBREAKABLE: LIVE TO TELL follows survivors, loved ones and witnesses as they share riveting 
stories of survival, recounting harrowing life-or-death situations they endured, and the 
permanent physical and emotional scars as they must heal after narrowly escaping death. 
Accompanied by thematic dramatizations and first-person interviews, UNBREAKABLE: LIVE TO 
TELL takes viewers on a twisted journey, examining suspicious warnings and missed signs 
leading up to the crime that changed their lives forever. 

 Survivalist premieres Monday, May 13 at 9/8c 
After Heather Reid’s half-sister Maryann moves in with her and her parents, the once-
orderly household is soon rife with tension. When it becomes apparent that someone in 
the family must go, things quickly escalate to dangerous levels.  
 

THE FACE OF EVIL  
Season Finale Airs Thursday, May 23 at 10/9c 



 

 

To hunt down the most heartless of killers, investigators must carefully gather clues to build an 
accurate profile and there's always traces of the fiend somewhere left behind. Detectives often 
enlist the best specialized minds and techniques to help decipher the cryptic messages from the 
killer. From medical examiners, forensic psychologists, artists, botanists, ballistic experts, 
toxicologists and crime scene re-constructionists, every tool and skillset in the world is used to 
help police uncover THE FACE OF EVIL. 

 Jaws of Death premieres Thursday, May 16 at 10/9c 
When mother-of-four Melissa Padilla is murdered in the middle of the night, her sadistic 
killer leaves no trace of his identity behind. Months later, a violent attack in another 
state gives detectives the evidence they need to put the killer away for good.  

 Root of All Evil premieres Thursday, May 23 at 10/9c 
When 9-year-old Cindy Allinger disappears from a small Washington town over Fourth 
of July weekend, detectives look at suspects close to home. When her body is found two 
weeks later, forensic science and a tip leads to a trusted friend with a terrifying past. 

 
MURDER DECODED 
Season Finale Airs Saturday, May 25 at 10/9c 
In the wake of every murder, clues appear. Some are easy to spot, and some are well-hidden. 
MURDER DECODED tells the forensics-driven stories of committed investigators, from finding 
the tiniest trace evidence, to using cutting-edge science to understand its relevance. The 
investigators in MURDER DECODED work to decipher which clues mean nothing and which ones 
will put a killer behind bars all to bring justice to victims' loved ones. 

 Bridge of Betrayal premieres Saturday, May 18 at 10/9c 
A car fire blazing near the beach sends detectives on a search that ends with a young 
woman found dead and her mother yearning for answers. The killer’s attempt to 
eliminate evidence actually gives investigators the clues they need to catch him. 

 Prowling Wolf premieres Saturday, May 25 at 10/9c 
Reports of shots fired at an apartment complex lead police to a horrific discovery: the 
bodies of a single mother and her two children. Detectives must find answers in the 
evidence - shell casings, shoe impressions, and DNA - to stop the diabolical predator.  

 
ONGOING SERIES 

 
TRUE CONVICTION 
New Episodes Premiere Tuesdays at 10/9c 
TRUE CONVICTION explores real stories of how homicide cases are solved on the street and 
won in the courtroom in a close cooperation between detectives and prosecutors. In each 
episode, Nicolazzi visits the scene of the crime, examines the case through the eyes of the 
prosecutor, and meets with key figures at the center of the case including the loved ones and 
investigators. Along the way, Nicolazzi shares her personal reflections and insight into the case, 
connects elements of the story to her own experiences as a prosecutor, and reveals how the 
complex layers of each murder investigation came together in the courtroom. 

 Murder at the Barbershop Tuesday, May 14 at 10/9c 



 

 

Beloved father-of-three Barry Ship is gunned down in broad daylight at his barbershop. 
Police canvas the neighborhood for a solid lead, but come up empty. When a brave 
witness comes forward more than 10 years later, the prosecutor who promised justice 
for Barry’s family finally has a case she can take to court.  

 Drive to Kill premieres Tuesday, May 21 at 10/9c 
Cindy Albrecht, the head chef for one of the racing world’s top teams, goes missing from 
her home near the INDY 500. Three weeks after her disappearance, Cindy’s body is 
discovered over 100 miles away. As suspects start piling up, it becomes a race against 
time to find Cindy’s killer.  

 
SEE NO EVIL 
New Episodes Premiere Wednesday at 9/8c 
SEE NO EVIL reveals how the deadliest crimes are solved by the only witnesses that never lie 
and never forget: surveillance cameras. With more shocking CCTV footage than ever before, 
SEE NO EVIL proves there's nowhere killers can hide. 

 Happy Birthday to Drew premieres Wednesday, May 15 at 9/8c 
On March 27, 2017, Andrew Nesbitt is found dead on his 46th birthday in his Madison, 
Wisconsin apartment. With no witnesses, investigators turn to surveillance cameras in 
local bars, cabs, and street corners to track down his killer.  

 The Boy in Blue premieres Wednesday, May 22 at 9/8c 
In April 2010, 12-year-old Alajawan Brown is gunned down outside a 7-Eleven in Skyway, 
Washington, which is only a block away from an earlier shooting. As police question if 
the two are related, only CCTV can help piece together the puzzle and find Alajawan’s 
killer.  
 

HOMICIDE CITY 
New Episodes Premiere Wednesdays at 10/9c 
HOMICIDE CITY takes a deep dive into the crimes that shook Philadelphia to its core. The series 
explores cases from a darker time that had police detectives banding together across the 
metropolitan landscape in a sequence of manhunts. From the mansions and manicured lawns 
of the wealthy Mainline suburbs to the inner-city Badlands, each episode is told through the 
eyes of veteran homicide detectives, local beat reporters and the victims’ families who lost so 
much. 

 Point Blank premieres Wednesday, May 15 at 10/9c 
The city of Philadelphia is in shock when hard-working mother Trish McDermott is 
gunned down on a Center City sidewalk. Detectives work around the clock to catch the 
killer; someone they discover is more dangerous than they could ever imagine.  

 Germantown Tragedy premieres Wednesday, May 8 at 10/9c 
When Asia Adams’ body is discovered after a fire in her home, police are unsure if her 
death was an accident or arson. But when the investigation reveals the truly horrific 
nature of her murder, police find themselves pursuing an elusive killer.  
 

THE LAST 24 
New Episodes Premiere Wednesdays at 11/10c 



 

 

THE LAST 24 follows determined investigators working the most shocking murder cases as they 
reconstruct the tragic final hours in the victim's life, in order to find their killer and crack the 
case. 

 The Dancers and the Devil premieres Wednesday, May 15 at 11/10c 
The double homicide of Nikki Silas and Brittany Rojas in their New York City apartment 
soon becomes a media circus when investigators reveal the two victims led a secret life. 
As the list of suspect list grows, it’s a call from the victims’ home that may provide the 
only link to the killer.  

 Collateral Damage premieres Wednesday, May 22 at 11/10c 
A man comes home to find his 28-year-old fiancée, Frances Craig, dead in the bedroom 
of their new home. The discovery of infidelity soon puts him firmly in the hot seat. But 
as investigators piece together the victim’s final 24 hours, they uncover a sinister plot.  

 
MURDER CHOSE ME  
New Episodes Premiere Thursdays at 9/8c 
Offering a uniquely personal connection to the story of each homicide he solved, MURDER 
CHOSE ME takes viewers on a journey with legendary Shreveport, Louisiana homicide detective 
Rod Demery as he continues to be driven by his one mission in life: to find justice and 
resolution for the families of murder victims, just like his own. 

 Unnatural Causes premieres Thursday, May 16 at 9/8c 
The lifeless body of elderly veteran Arthur Busby is found on the floor of his own home. 
All signs point to death by natural causes, until Rod Demery finds a series of clues 
hidden in plain sight, and uncovers a motive so cruel, it shocks him to his core.   

 Blood Money premieres Thursday, May 23 at 9/8c 
The murder of an affable middle-aged couple sends shockwaves of fear through their 
normally quiet community. Clues are scarce, until Demery and Mayfield uncover a cache 
of threatening text messages from a pair of mysterious numbers.     

 
ON THE CASE WITH PAULA ZAHN 
New Episodes Premiere Sundays at 10/9c 
ON THE CASE WITH PAULA ZAHN takes viewers on an exciting journey inside the most 
fascinating crime and mystery investigations. First person accounts, along with insight from 
experts are featured as each case reaches its dramatic conclusion. 

 Rocky Mountain Mystery premieres Sunday, May 19 at 10/9c 
When a young woman disappears on a cold night in Breckenridge Colorado, one of the 
state’s darkest mysteries begins. 

 Nowhere to Run premieres Sunday, May 26 at 10/9c 
Two girls take a trip to the mall and never come home. Less than 24 hours later they are 
found shot to death in a desolate field. Were they killed by someone they knew or had 
they been the victims of a notorious serial killer? 
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